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Abstract: Smart phone is the most pivot electronic device which is being used in the present generation. The smart phone is not
capable of preventing over collection of data which is the most hazardous task in protecting the personal information without the
knowledge of mobile administrator. Over collection of data results in accessing the user information without prior permission of mobile
administrator. In this paper we have presented a technique to prevent the over collection of data in smart phone using cloud
environment and by the use of the cloud environment there will be drastic increase in storage space in smart phone provided with
remote access to prevent access of data in the smart phone in the case of mobile theft.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Now -a -days smart phones play a vital role in the life of people .Due to its more usability the situation has turned in a way that we
can’t do any task without mobiles .As they gained such a prominent role due to the comfort provided by them many smart apps
were being released which transformed the everyday life of a human being. The more smart apps were being released in the market
the more problematic the life is getting turned. It is because the smart phones were not capable of protecting the data present inside
the device. The app administrator can easily access the personal data present in the mobile phone without notice of the mobile
administrator. There is no choice to refuse the data which is being taken more than requirement .In other words while downloading
the app it will be up to the mobile administrator whether he/she should keep their photo in it where the app administrator can’t
insist us to keep the photo in order to download the app and the situation is that we will be forced to keep the photo inside the app
where we are not sure about it. So we can prevent this by using the cloud environment where the cloud administrator will analyse
the particular credentials which are necessary for running the app and permit only those conditions will be visible in the agreement
screen. The other drawback with over collection of data is the location details of the user. If we are playing game it is not necessary
for user location which can be prevented from danger. App – administrator can read and write changes in the contact while
accessing the information which can be prevented by cloud admin .As many are storing data in smart phones it can be the major
loss for the mobile administrator. But now we provided remote access so that in case of theft we can disable the apps from others
phone and secure them. If you do so then the person who has your phone can’t be able to access it thereby mobile your
information will be secured.
The two major contributions of this paper are:



By providing remote access to the smart phone the mobile administrator can be fearless about the data present in the
mobile phone even after theft.
The security of the data can be done effectively and no chance of terms beyond requirement will be specified in the
licence so there won’t be any sort of fear in saving the data in smart phone .As data was being saved in cloud the security
and space in mobile phone increases drastically .As space in mobile phone increases speed increase, as speed increases
efficiency of mobile increases. As efficiency increases life span of mobile increase.
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II. RELATED WORK:In this section, we will discuss the current solutions of increasing security and providing remote access to the smart phone.
As we know, there are four stages present in increasing the security in smart phones. They play a vital role and give good
result finally. First we should find out a way to create a platform between the cloud and smart phone. By using struts web
framework we can connect the server and the smart phone which thereby lays a platform to import the apps present in the
connected smart phone. After creating the connection we are supposed to initiate the first stage of the security process.
The first stage of security process is User Registration and data updating on server.


Data updation:The smart phone application provided by the mobile cloud provider (MCP) monitor the other service applications
and collect the data stored by the various application in the various locations in the device memory storage. Initially user
should register their mobile with the cloud and creating an authorized account there selves through smart phone
application. This account maintains the credentials of users’ can access their cloud data as Google drive wherever using
their account credentials.
The application receives the entire data using the receiver services and it can update the respective account on
cloud. The MCP provides security for data retrieved from the user’s smart phones. Cloud provider generates the key for
individual user account and send to the user’s phone in secure manner. Thereafter users can access their phone data
wherever through cloud storage. The entire smart device storage data can be accessed through the cloud which can be
configuring and accessing by respective users. Only one single registration is valid for every device. Thus how the data
present in the smart phone will get connected to the server. Now the second stage of security process should be done.



Data customization :Security preliminary process have implemented by the mobile cloud provider. Initially cloud provider must
predefine the permission of data accessing for the each android applications. Based on the predefining permission
mechanism the android application can access permitted and essential data of user’s phone through the cloud. MCP
should assigning permission individually for each of the application installed in user’s android devices. And the
person who knows these security constraints about the android application’s permission and data over collection can
customize their account on cloud and can assign permissions for each of the application. Now the data overcollection can be prevented mainly and the credentials which are required only will be appeared in the license terms
and it will be beneficial for the mobile cloud. Now it can be accessed even in the absence of mobile phone and the
device will be safe. As the data was saved in the cloud there will be drastic space left in the smart phone which will
increase the speed and efficiency of the device.



Customization of data in cloud by user:Data privilege given by our mechanism is the online cloud drive for user’s private data. Users can access
their phone updates from the cloud. Using these privilege users can trace their phone while phone theft. Users can
customize their phone’s permissions on cloud hence we provide the data security. . Highly secured and
recommended cryptography can apply to the data security on future enhancement. Thus the data present in the smart
phone be secured and can be disabled using the cloud environment which is the idle feature in the present app.
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Application permission access:permission analysing and assigning permission of each

application. Based on the customization of access

permission can provide data to application eventually. Our mechanism insists the application can having the device
hardware accessing permission only. And rest of the data collection permission will be redirect to the respective cloud
account of each user’s.


Architecture:-

As shown above first the data present in the mobile phone will be uploaded in cloud called Mobile Cloud Provider
which is done as soon as the user registration process was completed. After that the Mobile cloud provider will
analyse application permission access for Data Retrieval and the application will ask the data which was permitted
by the cloud and was managed by cloud administrator. In case of phone theft the user can login with the user id and
password provided by cloud and can customize the apps present in his phone and the customized permissions will be
stored in cloud. If this is done the data present in the phone cannot be viewed by the person who theft the phone. In
this way remote access of smart phone will be accomplished.
Remote access:The smart phone with above access can be accessed from cloud as well as other mobile devices even in the absence
of the mobile phone. As it was accessed from anywhere and even in the absence of phone through the id and
password generated by the cloud it can be protected and secure the personal information of user.
The architecture diagram is shown below:
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Architecture



Mobile Cloud Provider:-

diagram:-

The mobile cloud provider (MCP) preserves the data present in the phone when the registration was done the data
present in the phone will be imported by the cloud .


Application permission and Data Retrieval:The cloud Administrator will analyse the permissions which were required for the application and grant them. The
data present in the cloud can be retrieved whenever necessary.





Permission Customization:This can be done by the cloud administrator and the mobile administrator by enabling the permissions present in
the inbuilted applications so that they work accordingly.
Permission Analysis:-
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The cloud administrator will analyse the permissions required by the app and grant them thereby preventing the
over-collection of data.
 Data upload to cloud:The data present in the smart phone will be updated in the cloud through the cloud administrator using login
credentials.
 Application permission updating:After customizing the app permissions they are updated so that the application will work according to the updated
permissions.
 Future Applications:The applications will work fastly as there will be drastic increase in memory of phone storage and the data will be
secured.



Experimental setup:Every app which was being downloaded by the mobile administrator into his/her mobile are able to access the
personal information present in his/her phone and has the potential to make read or write changes without the notice
of mobile administrator. In order to prevent this data over-collection and to prevent the phone during phone theft we
are able to disable the permissions so that the app can’t be accessed. In this way we can have control on our phone
even in its absence.
1. Applications permission customization:This algorithm is used to enable the permissions and functions of the app irrespective of its behaviour. The
following are the steps present in order to make it work. First after logging in with the cloud admin we should
choose app customization where the apps present in your phone will be displayed along with its features and if we
disable their features the corresponding feature which we disabled won’t work. Thus we can permit the features
based on our convenience. Thus the phone is being protected.
Structure:If app== modified changes then
behaviour of app will be changed and according to the customized permissions it works;
else if
no changes in customized app permissions then it works normally;
else
works normally
end if ;
end if;
2. Receiver data analysis:This algorithm is used to analyse the sensitivity of data when the data is being updated to the cloud. So the cloud is
going to take responsibility for protecting the data present in the system. The structure is shown below:Structure:if data==more sensitivity then
More protection is allocated and confidentiality is maintained;
else if data == sensitivity
protected;
end if;
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end if;
3. Time based updates and limitations:This algorithm helps in accessing the updates of application in the cloud through which the information required will
be processed in the cloud and then the data present in the license terms. Thus the data over-collection is prevented
and security of personal information prevails thereby providing the remote access by accessing it through cloud even
in the absence of phone through the login id and password given by the cloud. The structure is shown below:Structure:if update== found then
Cloud analyses the requirements of applications and permit the terms in licence;
else if time== less time to expire
alarm or alert notification;
end if ;
end if;



Result strategy:Let us take the phone which has remote access and connected with cloud which is analysing the credentials required
during the time of license agreement and the phone absent with the above features then the consumption of memory
in the phone increases and the speed decreases. After that security decrease and over collection of data increases.
If we take the phone which has remote access and connected with cloud the security increases, consumption of
memory decreases and security in absence of phone increases.
Fig -1:Statistics of phone without remote cloud service.
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Fig -1:Statistics of phone without remote cloud service
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As stated above those are the problems present with the phone without remote access and lack of cloud connection
where security space consumption in phone storage speed and safety after phone theft were low .
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Fig -2: phone with remote access and with cloud connection
Thus the phone with remote access and with cloud connection differed from normal smart phone where security
speed and safety after phone theft were more and space consumption was less.


Screenshots:The below figure shows the data which is updated in the server. As shown in the figure
registers the details will be updated in the cloud.

as soon as the user

Fig -3. Data updation
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Along with the user data the applications present in the smart phone will be imported in the cloud from which the
cloud administrator can custamize the permissions required by the app.

Fig -4:Data present in cloud



As shown below even the mobile administrator can customize the settings of the app according to him.The below
figure shows the customization technique from which the user can customize the permissions so that the data can be
protected.

Fig -5:Customization of data
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Fig

-6:List

of

applications

Fig -7: Result after Customization



The above figure shows the list of the applications from which data will be lost. By customizing the applications
according to our wishes we can secure the data.It is shown in the figure 6.



The figure 7 show how the data can be protected .We have restricted the permission to read the message so the
messages which were received by the person cannot view the messages .In this way the data can be secured and
cannot be viewed until it was enabled.



Conclusion:Privacy protection has become a threat in smart phone where the third party people were viewing the personal
information present in it .So we have provided an active approach to protect the data privacy in smart phone thereby
providing the remote access to protect the privacy data in smart phone with cloud connection which will prevent
data – overcollection and increase the safety of data in absence of phone.Now the speed of phone increases because
there is drastic difference in memory space. By using this technique we can disable the apps present in the phone
during phone theft so there are no chances for data leakage.Thus the data overleakage can be prevented to maximum
extent and the phone can be tracked during phone theft.Thus it is so beneficial so it will be more beneficial as smart
phone is going to play a vital role in the next generation.
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